Resource Library

List of Available Books

Child Development:

1. The Developing Child, Eighth Edition
   Author: Helen Bee

2. Me, You, Us Social-Emotional Learning in Preschool
   Author: Ann S. Epstein, PhD

3. Children Language and Literacy
   Authors: Celia Genishi and Anne Haas Dyson

4. Beyond Self-Esteem Developing a Genuine Sense of Human Value
   Authors: Nancy E. Curry and Carl N. Johnson

5. How To Talk So Kids Will Listen & Listen So Kids Will Talk
   Authors: Adele Faber and Elaine Mazlish

6. Separation – Strategies for Helping Two to Four Year Olds
   Editor: Kathe Jarvis

7. Healthy Sleep Habits, Happy Child
   Author: Marc Weissbluth, MD

8. Roots and Wings Affirming Culture in Early Childhood Programs
   Author: Stacey York

9. A Place for Me – Including Children With Special Needs in Early Care and Education Settings
   Author: Phyllis A. Chandler

10. Including Children with Special needs in Early Childhood Programs
    Editors: Mark Wolery and Jan S. Wilbers

11. Come and Play: Sensory-Integration Strategies for Children with Play Challenges
    Author: Aerial Cross

12. So This is Normal Too? Teachers and parents working out developmental
    Author: Deborah Hewitt

13. Intellectual Development: Connecting Science and Practice in Early Childhood Settings
    Authors: Dave Riley, Mary Carns, Ann Ramminger, Joan Klinkner, Colette Sisco

14. Ants in their Pants: Teaching Children Who Must Move to Learn
    Author: Aerial Cross

15. Myself My Family My Friends: 26 Experts Explore Young Children’s Self-esteem
    Edited by: Betty Farber, M.Ed.

16. Developmentally Appropriate Play: Guiding Young Children to a Higher Level
    Author: Gaye Gronlund

17. Rethinking the Brain: New insights into Early Development
    Author: Rima Shore

18. Meeting the Challenge: Effective Strategies for Challenging Behaviours in Early Childhood Environments
    Authors: Barbara Kaiser and Judy Sklar Rasminsly

19. The Power of Relaxation: Using Tai Chi and Visualization to Reduce Children’s Stress
    Author: Patrice Thomas

20. Play in the Lives of Children
    Authors: Cosby S. Rogers and Janet K. Sawyers

21. Is the Left Brain Always Right? A Guide to Whole Child Development
    Authors: Clare Cherry, Douglas Godwin and Jesse Staples

22. Teaching Four-Year olds: A Personal Journey
    Author: Carol B. Hillman

23. How to Generate Values in Young Children
    Author: Sue Spayth Riley

24. Mind in the Making-The seven Essential Life Skills Every Child Needs (Copy #1)
    Author: Ellen Galinsky

25. Mind in the Making – The Seven Essential Life Skills Every Child Needs (Copy #2)
    Author: Ellen Galinsky
Curriculum Areas:

   Author: Susan Miller, EdD
   Authors: Sandra Waite-Stupiansky, PhD and Nicholas G. Stupiansky, PhD
   Authors: Susan Bromberg Kleinsinger
   Authors: Ellen Booth Church and Karen Miller
   Author: Ellen Booth Church
6. Move Over Mother Goose! Finger Plays, Action Verses & Funny Rhymes
   Author: Ruth I. Dowel
7. Circle Time Activities for Young Children
   Authors: Deya Brashears and Sharron Werlin Krull
8. Primary Science Sampler
   Author: Sandra Markle
9. Snails, Trails and Tadpoles Tails Nature Education for Young Children
   Authors: Richard Cohen and Betty Phillips Tunick
10. Can Piaget Cook? Science Activities
    Authors: Mary Anne Christenberry, PhD and Barbara C. Stevens, EdD
11. More Science Activities 20 Exciting Experiments To Do!
    From the Smithsonian Institute
12. Bubbles, Rainbows & Worms Science Experiments For Preschool Children
    Author: Sam Ed Brown
13. Woodworking for Young Children
    Authors: Patsy Skee, Anita Payne Garner and Sally Cartwright
14. Celebrate! An Anti-Bias Guide to Enjoying the Holidays in Early Childhood Programs
    Author: Julie Bisson
15. Resources for Dramatic Play
    Author: Lois Brokering
16. Child's Play Around the World 170 Crafts, Games and Projects for Two to Six Year Olds
    Author: Leslie Hamilton
17. I Can Read! I Can Write! Creating a Print-Rich Environment
    Author: Terri Beeler
18. Creative Curriculum: Connecting Content, Teaching and Learning
    Authors: Diane Trister Dodge, Laura J. Colker and Cate Heroman
19. Animal Piggyback Songs
    Complied by Jean Warren
20. Family Child Care Curriculum: Teaching through Quality Care
    Author: Sharon Woodward
21. Weaving the Literacy Web: Creating Curriculum Based on Books Children Love
    Author: Hope Vestergaard
22. Learn and Play the Green Way: Fun Activities with reusable materials
    Author: Rhoda Redleaf
23. The Creative Curriculum for Preschool (Fourth Edition)
    Authors: Diane Trister Dodge, Laura J. Colker, Cate Heroman
24. ART with Anything: 52 weeks of fun using everyday stuff
    Author: ManyAnn Kohl
25. Wild About Group Time: Simple literacy plans for Preschool
    Author: Between the Lions Staff
26. Do-It-Yourself Early Learning: Easy and Fun Activities and Toys from Everyday Home Center Materials
    Authors: Jeff A. Johnson and Tasha A. Johnson
27. The Hundred Languages of Children: The Reggio Emilia Approach to Early Childhood Education
    Editors: Carolyn Edwards, Lella Gandini, George Forman
    Authors: Jean F. Kelly, Tracy G. Zuckerman, Diana Sandoval, & Kim Buehlman
29. Magic Capes, Amazing Powers: Transforming Superhero Play in the Classroom  
   Author: Eric Hoffman  
30. Learning Games – Birth to 12 Months (The Abecedarian Curriculum)  
   Authors: Joseph Sparling and Isabelle Lewis  
31. Learning Games – 12 to 24 months (The Abecedarian Curriculum)  
   Authors: Joseph Sparling and Isabelle Lewis  
32. Learning Games – 24 to 36 months (The Abecedarian Curriculum)  
   Authors: Joseph Sparling and Isabelle Lewis  
33. Learning Games – 36 to 48 months (The Abecedarian Curriculum)  
   Authors: Joseph Sparling and Isabelle Lewis  
34. Learning Games – 48 to 60 months (The Abecedarian Curriculum)  
   Authors: Joseph Sparling and Isabelle Lewis  
35. The Creative Curriculum for Family Child Care  
   Authors: Diane Trister Dodge and Laura J. Colker  
36. The Complete Learning Center Book  
   Author: Rebecca Isbell  
37. The Young Child and Mathematics  
   Author: Juanita V. Copley  
38. The Young Child and Mathematics (Second Edition)  
   Author: Juanita V. Copley  
39. Much More Than the ABC’s : The Early Stages of Reading and Writing  
   Author: Judith A. Schickedanz  
40. Young Investigators – The Project Approach in the Early Years  
   Authors: Judy Harris Helm & Lilian Katz  
41. Ramps & Pathways – A constructivist approach to physics with young children  
   Authors: Rheta DeVries & Christina Sales  
42. School-Age Ideas and Activities for After School Programs  
   Authors: Karen Haas-Foletta and Michele Cogley  
43. Making It Better – Activities for Children Living in a Stressful World  
   Author: Barbara Oehlberg  
44. Designs for Living and Learning – Transforming Early Childhood Environments  
   Authors: Deb Curtis and Margie Carter  
45. Painting – Preschool Art – It’s the process, not the product!  
   Author: Mary Ann Kohl  
46. The Creative Curriculum for Family Child Care (2nd edition Volume 1) The Foundation  
   Authors: Diane Trister Dodge, Sherrie Rudick, and Laura J. Colker  
47. The Creative Curriculum For Family Child Care (2nd edition Volume 2) Routines and Experiences  
   Authors: Diane Trister Dodge, Sherrie Rudick, and Laura J. Colker  
48. Inspiring Spaces for Young Children  
   Authors: Jessica Deviney, Sandra Duncan, Sara Harris, Mary Ann Rody, and Lois Rosenberry  
   Edited by Nancy-Jo Hereford and Jane Schall

**Infants and Toddlers:**

1A. Your baby & Child From Birth to Age Five  
   Author: Penelope Leach  
1B. Your baby & Child From Birth to Age Five (Revised and Updated)  
   Author: Penelope Leach  
2. Infants and Toddlers Development and Program Planning  
   Author: Penny Low Deiner  
3. The Infant & Toddler Handbook Invitations for Optimum Early Development  
   Author: Kathryn Castle, EdD  
4. First Feelings Milestones in the Emotional Development of Your Baby and Child  
   Authors: Stanley Greenspan, MD and Nancy Thorndike Greenspan  
5. Being With Babies  
   Authors: Beverly Kovach and Denise Da Ros-Voseles  
6. Simple Transitions for Infants and Toddlers  
   Author: Karen Miller  
7. Making Toys for Infants & Toddlers (2) Copy #1 and Copy #2  
   Authors: Linda G. Miller and Mary Jo Gibbs
8. Helping Baby Grow – Practical Play Activities for Infants Birth to 16 Months  
   Authors: Patty Deery and Cindy Ham
9. Baby Games – The Joyful Guide to Child’s Play from Birth to Three Years  
   Author: Elaine Martin
10. Extending the Dance in Infant & Toddler Caregiving  
    Authors: Helen H. Raikes and Carolyn Pope Edwards
11. What to Expect The First Year  
    Authors: Arlene Eisenberg, Heidi E. Murkoff, Sandee E. Hathaway, BSN
12. What to Expect The Toddlers Years  
    Authors: Arlene Eisenberg, Heidi E. Murkoff, Sandee E. Hathaway, BSN
13. Simple Signing with Young Children: A guide for infant, toddler, and preschool teachers  
    Author: Carol Garboden Murray
14. The Baby Book: Everything You Need to Know About Your Baby – From Birth to Age Two  
    Authors: William Sears, MD and Martha Sears, RN
15. Secure Relationships-Nurturing Infant/Toddler Attachment in Early Care Settings  
    Author: Alice Sterling Honig
16. Secure Relationships – Nurturing Infant/Toddler Attachment in Early Care Settings  
    Author: Alice Sterling Honig
17. Caring for Infants & Toddlers in Groups-Developmentally Appropriate Practice Zero to 3 (2nd Edition)  
    Author: National Center for Infants, Toddlers, and Families
18. Caring for Infants & Toddlers in Groups-Developmentally Appropriate Practice Zero to 3 (2nd Edition)  
    Author: National Center for Infants, Toddlers, and Families
19. Teaching Infants, Toddlers, and Twos with Special Needs  
    Author: Clarissa Willis
20. Teaching Infants, Toddlers, and Twos with Special Needs  
    Author: Clarissa Willis

School Age:

1. Reaching Standards and Beyond in Kindergarten  
   Authors: Gera Jacobs and Kathy Crowley
2. What Every Parent Needs to Know About 1st, 2nd & 3rd Grades  
   Authors: Toni S. Bickart, Diane Trister Dodge and Judy R. Jablon
3. Off to School: A Parent’s-Eye View of the Kindergarten Year  
   Author: Irene Hannigan
4. Kindergarten Ready or Not? A Parents Guide  
   Authors: Sean A Walmsley and bonnie Brown Walmsley

Regulations and Training:

1. Developing Roots & Wings  
   A Trainer’s Guide to Affirming Culture in Early Childhood Programs  
   Author: Stacey York
2. Before Push Comes to Shove  
   Building Conflict Resolution Skills with Children  
   Authors: Nancy Carlsson-Paige and Diane E. Levin
3. Caring for Preschool Children  
   A Supervised, Self-Instructional Training Program – Volume II  
   Authors: Diane Trister Dodge, Derry Gosselin Koralek and Peter J. Pizzolongo
4. Reaching Potentials: Transforming Early Childhood Curriculum and Assessment  
   Vol 2  
   Editors: Sue Bredekamp and Teresa Rosegrant
5. A Crisis Manual for Early Childhood Teachers  
   Author: Karen Miller
6. Growing Teachers: Partnerships in Staff Development  
   Editor: Elizabeth Jones
7. The Art of Awareness: How Observation Can Transform Your Teaching  
   Authors: Deb Curtis and Margie Carter
8. Don’t Get So Upset  
   Author: Tamar Jacobson, PhD
9. Making Teaching Visible  
   Author: Project Zero
10. The Read-Aloud Handbook  
    Author: Jim Trelease
11. Use Your Words: How Teacher Talk Helps Children Learn  
   Author: Carol Garhart Mooney
   Author: Sharon Bergen
13. Raising a Child Who has a Physical Disability  
   Author: Donna G. Albrecht
14. Children with Diabetes - A resource guide for families and schools  
    New York State Department of Health
15. The Sun’s Not Broken, A Cloud’s Just In The Way (On Child Centered Teaching)  
    Author: Sydney Gurewitz Clemens
16. Learning To Say Goodbye – Starting School and Other Early Childhood Separations  
    Author: Nancy Balaban, Ed.D.
17. Starting School – From Separation To Independence – A Guide for Early Childhood Teachers  
    Author: Nancy Balaban

Business Management, Advocacy, and Public Policy:

1. Getting It Right for Young Children From Diverse Backgrounds  
   Author: Linda Espinosa
2. Anti-Bias Curriculum Tools for Empowering Young Children  
   Author: Louise Derman-Sparks and the A.B.C. Task Force
3. Anti-Bias Education for Young Children and Ourselves  
   Authors: Louise Derman-Sparks and Julie Olsen Edwards
4. Teaching In the Key Of Life  
   Author: Mimi Brodsky Chenfeld
5. Practical Solutions to Practically Every Problem  
   Author: Steffen Saifer
6. Deployment: Strategies for working with kids in Military Families  
   Author: Karen Petty, PhD
7. Relatives Raising Children: A Guide to finding help and hope  
   Author: Marianne Takas
8. Family Child Care Marketing Guide  
   Author: Tom Copeland, JD
9. Family Child Care Contracts & Policies  
   Author: Tom Copeland, JD
10. Family Child Care Record Keeping Guide  
    Author: Tom Copeland, JD ( 2 copies)
11. Touchstones NYS Kids Count 2009 Data Book  
    Compiled by the NYS Council on Children and Families
12. Children of 2020 Creating a Better Tomorrow  
    Editors: Valora Washington and JD Andrews
13. From Babysitter to Business Owner: Getting the most out of your Home Child Care Business  
    Author: Patricia Dischler
14. Preventing Physical & Emotional Abuse of Children  
    Author: David A. Wolfe
15. The Visionary Director 2nd edition: A Handbook for Dreaming, Organizing and Improvising in Your Center  
    Authors: Margie Carter and Deb Curtis
16. The Inside Scoop: Tips from a Family Child Care Professional  
    Author: Chamayne N. Green
17. Many Right Ways: Designing Your Home Child Care Environment  
    Authors: Kathy Modigliani and Ellen Moore
18. Prove It! Achieving Quality Recognition for Your Early Childhood Program  
    Authors: Rachel Robertson and Miriam Dressler
19. Kindergarten Policies – What is Best for Children?  
    Authors: Johanne T. Peck, Ginny McCaig and Mary Ellen Sapp
    Author: Margaret H. Briggs
    Author: Julie Powers
22. Caring For Our Children – National Health and Safety performance Standards
23. Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early Childhood Programs (revised edition)  
   Author: Sue Bredekamp and Carol Copple, Editors
   Author: Bonnie Neugebauer, Editor
25. A Volcano in My Tummy  
   Authors: Eline Whitehouse and Warwick Pudney
   Authors: Ann Muscari and Wenda Wardell Morrone
27. Families and Early Childhood Programs  
   Author: Douglas R. Powell
28. Places for Childhoods – Making Quality Happen in the Real World  
   Author: Jim Greenman
29. Remote Control Childhood? Combating the Hazards of Media Culture  
   Author: Diane E. Levin
30. Family Child Care 2012 Tax Workbook & Organizer  
   Author: Tom Copeland, JD
31. Family Child Care 2012 Tax Companion  
   Author: Tom Copeland JD

Food and Nutrition

1. How To Get Your Kid To Eat…..But not too much  
   Author: Ellyn Satter
2. Kids can Cook – Vegetarian Recipes  
   Author: Dorothy R. Bates
3. 365 Foods Kids Love to Eat  
   Authors: Sheila Ellison & Judith Gray
4. C is for Cooking; Recipes from the Street (Sesame Street)  
   Author: Susan McQuillan, RD
5. Blue Makes Breakfast (from Blue’s Clue’s) Book 4  
   Written by: K. Emily Hutta
   By the editors of Klutz
7. Cooking With Children  
   Author: Marion Cunningham
8. More Than Graham Crackers; Nutrition Education & Food Prep. With Young Children  
   National Association for the Education of Young Children Copy #1
9. More Than Graham Crackers; Nutrition Education & Food Prep With Young Children  
   National Association for the Education of Young Children Copy #2
10. Snacktivities! 50 Edible Activities for Parents and Children  
    Authors: MaryAnn F. Kohl and Jean Potter
11. Kids Cooking; Scrumptious Recipes for Cooks Ages 9 to 13  
    Williams-Sonoma Kitchen Library
12. Pretend Soup and Other Real Recipes; A cookbook for preschoolers & up  
    Authors: Mollie Katzen and Ann Henderson
13. Cooking Art; Easy Edible Art for Young Children  
    Authors: MaryAnn F. Kohl and Jean Potter
14. The Silver Spoon for Children: Favorite Italian Recipes  
    Written by Amanda Grant
15. The Magic of Peanut Butter: 100 New & Favorite Recipes  
    By Skippy
16. The Magic of Jelly: 100 New & Favorite Recipes  
    By Welch’s
17. Gluten-Free 101: Easy, Basic Dishes Without Wheat  
    Author: Carol Fenster, Ph.D.
18. Janey Junkfood’s Fresh Adventure! (Making Good Eating Great Fun)  
    Written by: Barbara Storper, MS, RD
19. Just Say Yes to Fruits and Vegetables Cookbook  
    USDA Food Stamp Program and the Help of Food Stamp Clients
20. Salad People and More Real Recipes: A new cookbook for preschoolers and up  
   Author: Mollie Katzen
   Author: Penny Warner
22. Feed Me I’m Yours – Baby Food Made Easy!  
   Author: Vicki Lansky
23. Kinder Krunchies Too! Healthy Snack Recipes For Children  
   Author: Karen S. Jenkins
24. Fancy Fruits and Extraordinary Vegetables  
   Author: Sandra Strauss
25. Cooking Wizardry for Kids – Learn About Food…While Making Tasty Things To Eat  
   Authors: Margaret Kenda and Phyllis Williams
26. Sugar Free Toddlers  
   Author: Susan Watson
27. Moosewood Restaurant Low-Fat Favorites  
   The Moosewood Collective
28. Vegetarian Times – Complete Cookbook  
   The Editors of Vegetarian Times
29. Cooking Art – Easy Edible Art for Young Children (Copy #2)  
   Authors: Maryann Kohl and Jean Potter
30. Do Carrots Make You See Better? – A guide to Food and Nutrition in Early Childhood Programs  
   Authors: Julie Appleton, Nadine McCrea, Carla Patterson
31. Cool Cooking for Kids – Recipes and Nutrition for Preschoolers  
   Authors: Pat McClenahan and Ida Jaqua
   By the editors of Klutz Press
33. Recipes To Grow On (copy #1)  
   Child Care Choices, Inc., St. Cloud, Minnesota
34. Recipes To Grow On (copy #2)  
   Child Care Choices, Inc., St. Cloud, Minnesota
35. Kitchen Fun for Kids – Healthy Recipes and Nutrition Facts for 7-12-year-old cooks  
   Authors: Michael Jacobson, Ph.D. and Laura Hill, R.D.
36. 2001 Food Secrets Revealed  
   Author: Dr. Myles H. Bader (The Wizard of Food)
37. American Grub – Eats for Kids From All Fifty States  
   Authors: Lynn Kuntz and Jan Fleming
38. Meals without Squeals – Child Care Feeding Guide & Cookbook  
   Authors: Christine Berman, M.P.H, R.D. and Jacki Fromer
39. The Kids’ Around the World Cookbook  
   Author: Deri Robins